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THIS issue is dedicated to the spirit and ideals of
May Day, the day when we come together as
workers and poor people to reaffirm our struggle for
dignity, freedom and basic rights. The day that
began as a commemoration of Anarcho-syndicalist
workers executed by the bosses over 100 years ago.

We live in a society fundamentally divided by class-
divided between rich and poor, exploiter and
exploited, oppressor and oppressed.

This society, organised around capitalism, the State,
and oppression, is the cause of the hunger, misery
and oppression of the working and poor people.

But we have the power in hands to resist the bosses
and rulers. Through our mass action, we can fight
back! Through our mass organisations - the unions
and working class civics- we have the power to build

and masters- a world where we have a real say over
our own lives, and in which all have their basic needs
met- a stateless socialist society based on
grassroots democracy (anarcho-syndicalism). Not
the farce of so-called "Communist" Russia!

As the great anarcho-syndicalist revolutionary Nestor
Makhno put it:

We will not conquer in order to repeat the
effors of past years, the enor of putting our
fate into the hands of new masfers; we wilt
conquer in order to take our destinies into
our own hands , to conduct our lives in
accordance with our own will and our own
conception of the truth.

This is our programme as the Anarcho-syndicalists of
the WSF. Join usl

a new, better world. A world without
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AIMS AND PRINCIPLES OF WORKERS SOLIDARITY FEDERATION

(1) Opposition to capitalism and
all states as structures of domin-
ation and exploitation by the
ruling class of capitalists and
rulers.
(2) Opposition to all forms of
oppression: racism sexism,
homophobia; .imperialism, envi-
ronmental destruction etc. The
State and capitalism are the
primary causes of these special
oppressions.
(3) Opposition to coercive
authority. Support for individual
freedom so long as this does not
limit the freedom of others.
(4) Mass action and revolution
by us the workers and the poor
is the way to defeat capitalism

and the state and all forms of
oppression.
(5) Only the working class, the
working peasants and the poor
can create a free society
because only we do not exploit.
(6) The trade unions and
democratic working class civics
will be the vehicle of the
revolution. The unions must
seize and democratically man-
age the factories, land, mines,
and offices.
(7) The aim of the revolution will
be to create a stateless socialist
society run by worker and
community councils, defended
by a democralic workers militia.
(8) The role of the WSF is not to

"lead" or rule the masses but to
educate and organise the toiling
masses to make the revolution
by and for themselves. We work
within existing trade unions.
(9) We support all forms of
progressive struggles that
improve our lives.
We proudly stand in the mass
tradition of Anarchism/
Syndicalism. We are not
Marxists. Our movement has
historically attracted millions
world-wide, because it serves
the needs of the workers and
poor, not the power- seekers
and exploiters.
lf ypu agree with our aims,
join us by filling in the form
on the inside back page.

FOST: Write to IFSF, PO Box 1?17, Rosettenville, Johannesburg, ZI30
PHONE: 088-122-0416
F- MAIL: WsF_SA@geocities. com
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HAS THE ANC
SOLD OUT?

Since taking office, the
Afiican National Congress
has broken key Promises to
the Black working class and
poor who elected it. This is
the result of a incorrect
political strategy, not corruP-
tion. The way forward is not
elections and "nation-build-
ing" but class struggle for a
stateless socialist (anarcho-
syndicalist) societY.

A BETTER LIFE?
COSATU organised millions of
votes for the ANC. But bY mid-
1994, the new government sent
police to attack Peaceful strik-
ers. By 1996, the ANC stated its
support for privatisation and
"free market" policies- Policies
that, by the way, lead to
massive retrenchments and
attacks on workers.

Students voted for the ANC and
better education. But most
townships schools have not
improved, and thousands of
teachers have been retrenched.
Students in higher education
have been arrested and told that
tertiary schooling would never
be made freely available.

Squatters and Poor communities
voted for ANC. But the ANC has
ordered squatter evictions, and
enforced renUservice charges
through camPaigns like
"Masakhane'. Police recentlY
killed 4 peoPle Protesting
electricity cut offs in Eldorado
Park. The ANC lacks a workable
land reform programme.

The ANC promised democracY
and justice, but has exPelled or
sidelined those who out of
favour with the leaders, such as
Patrick "Terrof Lekota. Racist
killers from the Police are
promised amnesty.

WHATS GOING ON?
How did the ANC end uP doing
this to its supporters?

Some comrades say it is
because certain ANC leaders
are undemocratic sell outs who
must be disciplined. Others say
the National Party is sabotaging
transformation.

There is some truth to these
positions. But mosf ANC leaders
are not corrupt and still believe
they are acting to help the
masses. And the ANC is too
strong in parliament to be held
hostage by the NP.

WRONG ROAD TO
CHANGE
Two more important reasons
provide the answer.

* First, ANC always argued
freedom must come through the
State. That is why it ran in the
elections. But the State
(parliament, army, civil service)
is not a "friend of the peoPle". lt
is a hierarchical (toP-down),

bureaucratic structure of
coercion which serves the ruling
class of bosses, top government
officials and military leaders.

While it was a massl've advance
to replace the racist dictatorship
of apartheid with a parliamen-
tary system and Bill of Rights,
the State cannot act against the
ruling class's need to make
profits and keeP Power. ln the
1990s, this requires "free

market" policies.

Power does not lie in Parliament,
bui in the bureaucracY, the
military and the big comPanY
boardrooms. Also, toP govern-
ment officials (like MPs) live a
privileged life-style (the gravY

train) which makes them identifY

with and join the ruling class^
The State is therefore un-
accountable to, and the enemy
of, the Black working class. lt
does not matter which party is in
power.

* The second reason is the
weakness in ANC politics. The
ANC always believed that State
power is the key to freedom
(which is incorrect). lt also
always favoured capitalism and
opposed class struggle. But
capitalism is based on the
exploitation of the working
people by the bosses and rulers.
It is a key cause of racism-
racism was created to divide
workers, and 'justify" genocide,
colonialism, and the super-
exploiiation of Black workers..

The ANC calls on all South
Africans- bosses and workers
alike- to join together to forrn
"one nation". But the bosses and
rulers, and the workers and the
poor, have no common
interests- they are locked in a
struggle that can only end with
the overthrow of the bosses. To
hide this contradiction is to lie to
the masses.

WAY FORWARD
The ANC has not "sold out"- its
politics and strategies are iust
wrong and unworkable.

While we must unconditionally
defend the democratic gains of
1994, we must realise that the
government structure lfse/f is
part of the problem. Elections
are a false choice and should be
boycotted.

While we stand for non-
racialism, we do not call for
"national unity". We call for class
struggle by the workers and the
poor against the bosses and the
rulers. For class struggle against
capitalism and lhe State, for a

sfafeless socra/isf (anarcho-
syndicalist) society run by the
working class through grassroots
worker and communitY
structures. These will emerge
frgm the trade unions and
democratic civics of todaY.



South African union news

COSATU on the move
10,000 workers joined a
Congress of South African
Trade Unions rally in

Johannesburg on March 25.
COSATU demands included
double payment for Sunday
work, six months maternity
leave, of which at least four
months should be paid, and the
introduction of a 40 hour work
week. Speakers also called for
regulations of shift work,
affirmative aciion and training.

This march was part of
COSATU's rolling campaign to
defend and advance minimum
labour standards. The ANC-led
government has refused to
include these demands in the
Employment Standards Bill,
while bosses' are calling for
"labour market flexibility" (the
erosion or removal of
regulations covering work
conditions).COSATU

lf these demands are not met,
the eampaign will continue and
culminate in a general strike on
May 12.

We should all support these
demands. We must make sure
no backroom deals are made
between union leaders and the
bosses and rulers. Let us not be
fooled by the ANC speakers who
always come to these marches
and give speeches claiming to
support the workers demands-
the only way forward is mass
struggle, and workers unity.

Finally, it is important to fight the
influence of anti-socialist ideas
in COSATU. We must also
resist the growing power of
conservative paid full-time
leaders like Shilowa in
COSATU- make sure that
workers run their own unions.
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New union federation formed
On April 1, a new mass trade union federation will be
launched: the Federation of Unions of South Africa.
This is the result of a merger of Federation of South
African Labour Unions (FEDSAL) and the Federation
of Organisation's Representing Civil Employees.
FEDUSA will have 515,000 members, making it the
second largest federation in South Africa. This is

almost twice as many members as NACTU (the

National Council of Trade Unions). FEDUSA's base
will probably be among White collar and civil service
workers. lf FEDSAL was anything to go by, most, of
these workers will be White.

FEDUSA states that it is committed to democracy,
non-racialism and independence from political
parties. lt aims to build upon the close co-operation
that FEDSAL established with COSATU and NACTU
in recent years.

The establishment of a new federation committing
many White workers to progressive policies must be
welcomed. lt indicates that growing numbers of
White workers are moving to an acceptance of class
struggle and non-racial workers unity.

At the same time, we are obliged to state that any
attempts by White workers to achieve gains at the
expense of their Black counterparts, or to preserve
past privileges, will be both futile and reactionary-
they will certainly destroy the COSATU-NACTU-
FEDSAL co-operation that has developed.

lnstead, the way forward is to unite all unions into
one super-federation based on one-union-one-
industry that will be capable of destroying this rotten
capitalist system for once and for all. The workers
solution is a trade union-led revolution.



A world to win!
Class struggle is not some abstract theory or nice idea- it is a reality that fundamentally shapes
the world we live in. lt is this struggle which holds the key to a better world. The enemy, the
capitalists and rulers, can only be beaten by action and unity by the workers, the poor and the
working peasantry.

When the lsraeli
government arrested Histadrut
union official Shlomo Shani on
the 28th December 1996,
workers responded with a half
day general strike that shut
down the country. Shani was
arrested after refusing to call off
a protest strike against
government plans to cut social
spending. Ultimately the
government was forced to
release Shani and modify its
viciously anti-worker budget.

Workers successfully
closed most workplaces on
January 16th with a general
strike organised by 160 unions
and other grassroots
organisations. This followed a
week of sporadic local strikes.
Workers were demanding the
resignation of the Prime Minister
and an end to "free market"
policies that cause misery. rising
prices and threaten 3 million
peasant farmers with ruin.

and for better pensions. This
followed an 11 day strike by
seamen and sporadic strikes by
teachers, aviation workers and
farmers. lt was organised by the
General Confederation of Greek
Workers.

Workers closed banks
and public transport in a one-day
general strike on January 14th
against State repression and
retrenchments.

Many workers in
Bombay supported a general
strike on January 17th This
was called to protest the
assassination of union leader
Data Samant of the one-million
strong Workers Front by
unknown forces. Two contract
killers were later arrested for the
murder.

1,500 workers at mills in
Assiut struck in December
against the removal of a
discount on flour. ln doing so,
they defined a state ban on
strikes imposed in 1977 after
country wide food riots.

Dockworkers locked out
since 1995 in a dispute over
retrenchments and the
introduction of "flexible" work
processes have attracted
international support. Between
January 15-25 1997, dockers
and other workers in 27
countries and 105 ports/cities
sent aid or messages of support,
demonstrated or took part in
industrial actions to support their
fight. Solidarity took place from
Australia to Zimbabwe.

Striking gas, electricity,
and communications workers
joined students and peasants in
massive rallies in Quito,
Ecuador's capital, in January.
This was to protest price and tax
increases which have led to
energy price rises of 300o/o. On
February 6th, the President
declared a State of Emergency,
but he was ousted by the
parliament, itself under pressure
from spiralling strikes and
demonslrations.

Source: lndustrial Worker: the
voice of revolutionary unionism

Workers in Athens shut
most workplaces on January 23
with a one day general strike
against massive tax increases

The Anarcho-syndicalist-aligned National Garment
Workers Federation has been in the forefront of the
struggle for worker/ union rights against brutal
bosses.

ln 1996 it led struggles for union recognition, and
mass protests for better safety and workers
compensation after a factory left 13 dead.

PrcruRE oN RtcHT: Mass demonstrations after the fire
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AFTER THE COLLAPSE
OF MARXISM:

ls there an
alternative to

capitalism today?
Capitalism and the State
continue to fail the masses.
Yet at the same time, key
elements of the socialist
tradition are in irrevocable
crisis. What we need to do is
to reclaim and identify with
the tradition of anti-
authoritarian, anti-State,
socialism from below:
anarcho-syndicalism.

EXPLOITERS
Capitalism and the State have
failed the majority of the world's
population: the workers, poor
and peasants. According to
recent reports
r 358 billionaires have more

assets than the combined
incomes of countries home
to 45Yo of the world's
people,

. the richest 20o/o of the
world's population gets 85%
of the world's income.

Capitalism and the State are
based on the rich exploiting the
poor. They cause poverty,
unemployme.nt, homelessness
and landlesness, They are also
the key cause of racism. Racism
was created to divide workers,
and 'Justify" genocide,
colonialism, and the super-
exploitation of Black workers
under apartheid-capitalism.

CRISIS OF THE LEFT
Yet at the same time, we find
the broad socialist movement in
a crisis both in the West and the
East. Two key tendencies in the

socialist movement
entered a deep crisis :

have

r the reformist socialists/
Social-Democrats/ Labour
Parties

o the various sorts of
Maxists/ Communistsl
Trotskyists.

They are paying for their
betrayal of socialism in this
century. What they conceived
socialism to be has been totally
discredited. As convinced
socialists we need to identify
with the revolutionary, anti-
authoritarian socialist tradition:
anarcho-syndicalism.

SOCIAL.DEMOCRATIC
FAILURE
Reform ist socialists/ Social
Democrats (like the Labour
Party in England) believe you
get to socialism by slowly
reforming
through voting in
elections, making
small reforms
(such as unem-
ployment pay-
ments) and by
getting trade
unions to work
with the bosses
to "promote"
economic growth.

Many of these
policies were put
in place after
1945 in Europe-
the so-called
"welfare states".
These reforms

were more due to workers
struggles than elections.
Although progressive in that
they provided some material
gains, these policies never
challenged capitalism or
ended inequalily and poverty.
And they weakened the trade
unions by trying to get them
lo work with the bosses: this
held back struggle and
undermined union democracy
by promoting the
development of a full{ime
leadership.

Social-Democratic policies
(the 'welfare state') were
only possible while capitalism
was going through an

economic boom. Once the boom
ended in the 1970s, the bosses
tried to keep up profits by
lowering taxes, privatising
companies, and pushing down
wages. And it was the Social-
Democrats who led this "free
market" attack on workers - in
Britain, France, Australia and
elsewhere.

Why? What the Social-
Democrats did not realise (or
chose to ignore) was that the
State apparaius- parliament, the
police, the govemment
bureaucracy- is not the friend of
the workers and the poor. lt is
the tool of the bosses. Real
power does not lie in parliament,
but in the big companies, the
army and the top officials.
Therefore it will always acl
against the working class, no
matter who is elected. There can
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NO PARLIAMENTARY ROAD: reformist socialists like
the British Labour Party never offered an alternative.



be no parliamentary road to
socialism.
Since this time, ihe Social-
Democrats have been in retreat
from progressive Policies- for
example, the "New" Labour
party in Britain no longer calls
for nationalisation. And workers
do not vote for them because of
all their broken Promises,

MARXISM? WHY?
Revolutionary Maxism is

another failed socialist strategy.
The main examPle of this
tendency were the various
Communist Parties. There were
also various small TrostkYite
groups without a mass base.

Basing themselves on Max,
Lenin and sometimes TrotskY,

these grouPs believed thai a

revolutionary socialist PartY of
"advanced militants" (the so-

called "vanguard Party") should
introduce socialism by forcefully
seizing State Power. The
masses would be led into
socialism which would come
from above through the PartY
and the State: bY nationalising
the economy, bY introducing
central planning, bY suPPressing
forces seen
revolutionary.

as anti-

The model for this strategY was
the Russian Revolution of 1917,
where the Communist PartY of
Lenin and Trotsky took State
power and introduced what theY

saw as socialism. This model of
fighting for socialism was
applied in the Soviet Union'
China and Cuba.

But these countries were never
truly socialist. Power was in the
hands of a one-PartY State and

elite led by the Communist PartY
which exploited the workers and
peasants. We call this .State-

capitalism".

This outcome was the direct
result of Lenin and TrotskY's
authoritarian Policies of
suppressing worker control of
factories, rePressing lefiists,
building a dictatorial State. This
laid the basis for Stalin's brutal
rule in later years.

These regimes mostlY collaPsed
in the late 1980s. One reason

was an economic crisis which

resulted from the Poor co-

ordination of the highlY

bureaucratic centrallY Planned
economies, and short-ages,
particularly of high technologY
and basic consumer goods.

The other reason was mass

discontent: millions of workers
mobilised to overthrow these
governments because theY were
sick of regular shortages, bad

conditions and undemocratic
regimes that banned trade
unions, used forced labour,

suppressed freedom of sPeech

and political association, and

conquered nearbY countries
such as Afghanistan and Tibet.

The failure of the Communist
parties was that theY thought
socialism must come from
above through a Powerful State

dominated by one PartY.

ANARCHO.SYNDICALIST
ALTERNATIVE
We need to recognise that much
of what passed for socialism in

the last 70 years was nothing of
the sort. Rather than see

socialism as "dead", we need to

see ffiese versions of socialism
as flawed.

There is an alternative to

capitalism and the State:

anarcho- syndicalism- the mass-

based tradition of revolutionary
anti-authoritarian socialism.

We have alwaYs rejected Social
Demccratic reformism and

Communist dictatorshiP. Rather
than see socialism as something

small minoritY using State
power, we argue that socialism
must come from the ground uP.

Socialism can only be created
by the mass organisations of the
working-class and the Poor- the
trade unions and democratic
civics- taking over the land and

factories and creating a

democratic societY. Not bY

elections and leaders.

This revolution must remove
both capitalism and the State.
Anything less will just Pass
power from one set of bosses to
another. The State is must be

replaced by workers democracY
organised in the communitY and

the workplace, defended bY a
democratic workers armY.

THE WSF
The collapse of the traditional
left points to the need for this
alternative. As a result, our
movement is growing across the
world.

We need to build an Anarcho-
Syndicalist organisation with
clear politics and internal
democracy, that will
r support all struggles against

oppression
. win the working class and

poor to the Anarcho-
Syndicalist idea

o transform our unions into
revolutionary fighting units.

. consistently fight against
capitalism and its State

The WSF aims to build such an

organisation. lf you agree with
what we have said here then
you should consider joining us.

of factories and the army, lepression of rival socialists, and creation of a one-

party dictatorship laid the ground for infamous Russian dictator Joseph Stalin.



Why class struggle
and revolution from below?

Capitalism and the State are
based on the exploitation of
the many by the few- the
ruling class. These structures
are also the main cause of
special oppressions like
racism. Capitalism, the State
and all forms of oppression
must be fought and ultimately
replaced by a democratic
stateless socialist (anarcho-
syndicalist) system. This task
can only be successfully
accomplished by the working
class, the poor and the
working peasantry.

WHAT ARE CLASSES?
Society is divided into different
classes. By "class", we mean a
group of people with a common
relationship to the structures of
political and economic power.

The biggest class in South
Africa is the working class. lt
consists of manual and white
collar workers and their families,
farm workers, service sector
workers, labour tenants, the
unemployed poor, rank-and-file
soldiers, and the marginalised
youth. All these people lack
political and economic power.
They do not own the means of
life- faclories, land, offices etc.
They are therefore dependent
on wages earned by working for
the bosses to suryive (either
working themselves or being
supported by a family member).

The other key class in society is

the ruling class. lt is made up
of the bosses (large capitalists),
top military officials like
generals, and top government
officials (like directors and
professional politicians). This
class owns all the land and
factories. lt makes profits by
exploiting and oppressing the
workers and poor. This is called
capitalism. lt also has political

power in that it controls the
State (army, police, government
departments, parliament). The
State acts to defend this class.

There is also a third class- the
middle class. This is not
everyone who gets a good
wagel lt means those who stand
between the two key classes:
small capitalists who only
employ a few workers; middle
level management; and
professionals (like lawyers). This
class is caught in the middle of
the class struggle and is divided
over which key class it supports.
But its privileged position tends
to make it conservative.

Finally, in some countries there
is also a class called the
working peasantry. This refers
to small family farmers who do
not employ wage labour. This
class is the natural ally of the
working class and has the same
enemies- the ruling class.

WHY REVOLUTION?
Both capitalism and the State
are tools of the ruling class.
They are anti-democratic
structures that out the needs of
the few ahead of the needs of
the many (see separate article
on "Why do we oppose
capitalism and the State?").
They are the key cause of
racism- racism was created to
divide workers, justify genocide,
slavery, colonialism and
apartheid-capitalism. Racism
can only be finally defeated with
destruction of capitalism and the
State. Capitalism and the state
cannot be reformed- theY must
be abolished.

CLASS STRUGGLE?
We believe that the only people
who can achieve these tasks are
the working class and the
working peasants. Why?

Class struggle is central
because it is the struggle of
the majority- the working and
poor people.

The ruling class and the working
class have totally
opposite
interests. The rich
get richer at the
expense of the
poor; every gain
the working class
is at the expense
of the ruling
class. This leads
to a struggle
between the two
key classes which
we call the "class
struggle". ln the
end, only the
working and
poor people can
create a free society because
only they are not dependent
on exploitation.

The majority of people are
working class and therefore
have a direct interest in
opposing capitalism and the
State. That is why most people
are actually engaged in class
struggle, through aclions like
strikes, squatting unofficially,
land invasions, rent boycotts,
getting back at the boss etc.

FACTORIES
The class struggle is central
because it is as workers that
we have the "social power'n to
fight back- we produce all
wealth and goods under
capitalism, which means that we
have the ability to hit the bosses
where it hurts - in the Pocket- by
workplace actions.

The class struggle is central
because our experience under
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capitalism forces us to
organise as a class. Workers
are often concentrated in large
factories and face similar
conditions- this makes it easy
and viial to organise mass
struggle. fighting structures like
trade unions, Large working
class neighbourhoods and
schools have a similar effect.

COMMUNITY ACTION
Class struggle is not just about
factory resistance, although this
is essential- it is about every
action by working and poor
people to resist the bosses and
rulers.
For example, in the community,

workers pay rent
to local
government. This
local government
is thus just like
any other
landlord- waniing
the most rent for
the least
services. To
resist it is an act
of class struggle.
For the poor to
occupy land held
by the rich is a
class struggle.

This does not
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mean that we are in favour of
the "whole community" (

everyone from workers and the
unemployed to local business-
men and "lead-ers") being
mobilised. We are opposed to
any attempt to bring bosses and
elites into our struggles. Poor
people must do it for
themselves- to build an alliance
with the rich and powerful
means to sacrifice the struggle
against the rich and powerful to
confusion and treachery.

As for the middle class, we
recognise that it will split before
and during revolution. They can
join the struggle- not as leaders
and intellectuals giving orders,
but as comrades who come to
repay a debt to the masses, and
honestly rejecting the privileges
of their class.

RICH SCUM
It is therefore in the interests of
the working class to resist the

cunent system. By contrast, the
ruling class fights io defend
capitalism and the State, and is
thus guilty of all products of this
system. The power and wealth
of ihe few depends on the
poverty, powerlessness and
oppression of the many. So it is
clear that these bosses will
never act to progressively
change society- they will agree
to reforms if forced to do so;
revolutionary change will be
opposed tooth and nail. lt is
therefore rubbish to talk about
the "progressive" bourgeoisie or
to put our hopes in any famous
member of the ruling class- they
are all rich scum.

FIGHTING OPPRESSION
Class 'struggle is central
because it is the key to
defeating special oppressions
such as racism and sexism.
By special oppression, we mean
forms of oppression other than
class exploitation.

To defeat our enemy we must
understand it. Oppression does
not fall from the sky- it is rooted
in capitalism and the State- it is
a tool to divide the working
masses and super-exploit less
socially powerful sections of the
masses (like women and
Blacks).

This means that oppression can
therefore only be defeated by a
struggle against capitalism and
the State. Only a stateless
socialist society can end the
causes of racism and provide
redistribution to the victims of
racism by putting human need
before profit.

Only the working class can
win this struggle against the
ruling class because only it
has the numbers, power and
interest to destroy capitalism
and the State.

Rich Blacks may not like racism,
but they do like capitalism and
the State and will therefore fight
to defend these structures.
Strange as it may seem, they
therefore defend the causes of
racisrn.

Perhaps it is because your class
affects your experience of
oppression- the Black elite can
go to fancy schools and live in
nice houses, the Black working
class cannot. The majority of
people affected by special
oppression, and those who in
fact are affected the worst, are
working/ poor people, with class
grievances against the system.

ONE STRUGGLE
The fight against racism and
other oppression is thus not
something separate to the class
struggle- it is central to the
struggle of the working class. As
mentioned, the struggle against
racism requires a c/ass struggle
against capitalism and the State.

And successful class struggle
requires maximum unity
amongst the working class. So it
requires overcoming the
divisions created by the bosses.
This includes racial, sexual and
national divisions. Special
oppression like racism is against
the interests of a/l workers as it
divides and weakens the
workers struggle, resulting in
worse conditions for all workers.
Class unity is in the interests of
all doubly oppressed groups as it
provides the unity and solidarity
required to win gains and defeat
the root cause of racism-
capitalism and the State.

Successful class struggle
requires the mobilisation of as
many people and strata of the
working class as possible. This
requires a programme that
mobilises people around all
issues that affect a/l sectors of
the working class: racism,
wages, rents etc. ln other words,
the class struggle can only
succeed ihrough mobilising and
uniting the working class on the
basis of opposition to all forms
of oppression and exploitation.
ln other words, the struggle
against capitalism and the State
requires a struggle against
racism and all oppression, and
the struggle against racism and
all oppression requires a c/ass
struggle against capitalism and
fhd Sfate.



Anarcho-syndicalism and the
The time will come when our silence is more powerful than the voices you strangle today.
Louis Lingg, working class ftghter, Anarcho-syndicalist militant, one of four hung in 1887 by ffie bosses and
rulers in retaliation for the F/RSI MAY DAY.

One hundred years ?go,
workers rose up and created a
day th4t millions now cherish.
May Day originated to mark
the sacrifices of the Anarcho-
syndicalist movement in that
great revolt.

May Day is the day of
international working class
solidarity, which
reminds us of

common
struggle across
the world for a
decent life,
democracy and
socialism. The
first May Day
was held in
South Africa in
19A2. ln 1984,
Black workers in
South Africa
took up a
successful
campaign to
have May Day
recognised as a
public holiday.

THE FIRST MAY DAY
The origins of May Day lie in the
struggles of the Anarcho-
syndicalist movement. This fact
is conveniently hidden by the
history books.

ln the USA, the Anarcho-
syndicalists established an

organisation called the
lnternational Working Peoples
Association (IWPA) in the early
1880s. The IWPA fought against
racism, against the class system
and for a stateless socialist
society. Centring around large
cities like Chicago, the IWPA
wielded a large working class
influence, promoiing workers

culture and
revolutionary
politics. ln
Chicago alone,
the IWPA had 5
newspapers and
political
leadership in the
huge Central
Labour Union.

ln 1886, the
IWPA threw its
support behind
the call for a
General Strike
for an 8 hour day
on Saturday,
May 1. At least
340,000 workers,
Black, White,
and immigrant,
ioined this strike

TiT
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The "Pittsburgh Manifesto" of the anarcho-syndicalist
lnternational Working People's Association

By force our ancestors tiberated themselves rro* poritilf:lt':":Jiiiy force their children will have to liberate themselves

from economic bondage... What we would achieve is, therefore, plainly and simply

FIRST- Destruction of the existing class rule, by ail means, i.e , by energetic, relentless, revolutionary and international

ac'tion.
SECOND- Estabtishment of a free society based upon co-operative labour organlsation of production.

THIRD- Free exchange of equivalent products by and between the productive organisations without commerce and profit-

mongery.
;OUHi'H- Organisation of education in a secular, scientific and equal basis for both sexes.

FIFTH- Equal rights for allwithout distinction of sex or race.

SIXTH, Regulation of alt public affairs by free contracts between the autonomous (independenti communes and associations,

resting on a federalistic basis. .

The day has come for solidarity. Join our ranks! Let the drum beat defiantly the roll of battle: "Workmen of all countries unitel

You have nothing to lose but your chains, you have a world to win!"

Tramble, oppressors of the wofld! Not far beyond your tight]!"r" d"*n" th" ,"d 
"nd 

bl
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ins of MAY DAy
across the country. ln Chicago,
up to 50,000 struck and 80,000
attended a march organised by
the IWPA and the Central
Labour Union.

THE BOSSES ATTACK
This support for struggle
alarmed the racist ruling class of
the USA. lt became determined
to smash the workers
movement.

On Monday, May 3, evenls
came to a head at the
McCormick Machine Company
in Chicago, where the struggte
for an 8 hour day coincided with
a several months long lockout of
union members. That afternoon,
strikers clashed with scabs at
the plant. The cops then opened
fire, killing and injuring an
unknown number of workers.

This massacre outraged the
IWPA and the workers
movement. The anarcho-
syndicalists organised a mass
protest in the Haymarket Square
in Chicago on May 4. As the
meeting ended, 200 police
attacked the crowd. An
unidentified person (probably an
agent provocateur) threw a
bomb into the middle of the

police, injuring several and
killing one. Under the order
"Fire and kill as many as you
can!" the police shot into the
crowd, killing and wounding
more than a 100.

MILITANTS MURDERED
The capitalist press and the
Church started a howling outcry
against the anarcho-syndicalists,
blaming them for the violence!

Across the country, mass
arrests, raids, and bannings of
radicals followed.

8 leading anarcho-syndicalist
militants from the lWpA and the
Central Labour Union were
arrested and falsely convicted
for throwing the bomb. Despite
world wide protest, and the
obvious bias of the trial all were
given the death sentence for
murder. Four were hung in
November 1887; 1 committed
suicide before the execuiion.

200,000 people lined the funeral
procession in Chicago, and
20,000 crowded into the
cemetery. Later the State
admitted what all workers knew:
that these men had nothing to
do with the bombing. The truth

was that the bosses were using
the hysteria around the bomb to
attack the working class
movement.

ln 1889, the American
delegation to the lnternational
Socialist Congress in paris
proposed that May'tsi be
adopted as a workers' holiday to
commemorate the struggle for
an I hour day and the execution
of the "Chicago Eight".

Since then May Day has
became a day for international
solidarity. We should honour the
memories of these great working
class fighters by fighting for the
ideas for which they sacrificed
everything: the ideas of
Anarcho-syndicalism. lt is a
disgrace to do otherwise.

Standing on the gallows with
his comrades Albert parsons,
Adolph Fisher, and George
Engel, Louis Lingg shouted to
the capitalist hangmen: ,,The
time will come when our
silence is more powerful than
the voices you strangle
today". That time is now.

100yearsagoourcomradesweremurderedforfightingforwor
then are still alive today. Today society is more divided into classes than ever before:. The bosses say South African workers are

overpaid. But research shows that average
hourly earnings in manufacturing are actually
quite low !y international standards. The wages
of Black workers in manufacturing are lower than
those of workers in Korea, Brazil and Mexico.
We must not think in terms of competing with
these workers- we are all one class of people
with one set of interests. lnstead we must work
alongside them to raise wages in all countries.

. lt is the bosses who are overpaid. Recent reports
show that top management in big companies
South Africa can "earn" up to R900, 000 a year.
This salary excludes bonuses, share options,
medical aid and pensions. This money comes
from our exploited labour.

o Nearly two-thirds of South Africans live in

poverty whilst the ten richest families are worth
nearly R18 billion rand if taken together.
Despite economic growth of around 3o/o a \ear
since 1992, unemployment continues to grow.
More than 126,000 jobs were lost in the
manufacturing, mining and construction sectors
between May 1993 and mid-1996.
The State plans to cut 300,000 jobs in the civit
service over the next three years in line with its
commitment to "free market" policies (the so-
called "GroMh, Employment and Redistribution"
strategy (GEAR). This witt affect up to 1,5 miilion
peOple. (see previous Workers Sotidanty for discussion of GEAR)

I

SOUfCeS: Sunday Tinqs: Eusmess Times, 2313t1997 p1, ZZ.,

article by Desai and Bohmke in Soutfi Alican Labour Bultetin (June
1995); article by Bethlehem and Makgetla in South Afican Labour
8ul/efin (September 1994); Financial Mail, January 3, 1997.

100 YEARS LATER: SAME OLD STORY



Why do we oppose capitalism

We oppose capitalism and the
State because they are tools
used by the ruling class of
bosses, military leaders and
top government officials to
exploit and rule the rest of us_
the working class, the poor
and the working peasantry.
These structures will never
create freedom, they must go.

WHAT IS CAPITALISM?
We live in a capitalist society.
Capitalism is an economic
system in which bosses compete
with each other to make profits.

Capitalism is usually based
around the wage system. The
bosses and top government
officials own and control the
means of life: the land, factories
and so on. The rest of us - the
working class- don,t. Therefore
we have to work for the bosses
for a wage and/or pay them
rents, taxes etc. This is the
situation in South Africa.

Sometimes capitalism operates
slightly differenily. lt takes over,or even re-established pre-
capitalist forms of labour control.
For example, establishing slave
plantations in the USA before
the 1860s, or turning African
farmers into peasants growing
cash crops for the market. All of
these labour systems are
dominated by the broader
capitalist system- profit &
money. They are linked to it
through trade or labour supply.

WE HATE CAPITALISM
We are fundamentally opposed
to the capitalist system:
. capitalism is based on

exploitation. The wages we
are paid are always less
than the value of the goods
we make. The surplus
produced goes to the bosses
and rulers as profit. We do
the work, they take the
credit. This results in
poverty as the rich get rich
by stealing from the poor.

and the state?
. capitalism is authoritarian

and undemocratic. At the
workplace, the bosses make
all the decisions in their own
interests; the worker
majority has no real say.
Poverty, long hours etc. all
act to make it difficult for the
workers and the poor to be
active in politics.

. capitalism puts profit
before peopte. Capitalists
have goods made so they
can make a profit so goods
only go to people with
money. This means that
although there is definitety
enough food to feed
everyone, many starve
because the they do not
have money.

. capitalism is inefficient and
wasteful. The bosses do not
plan production to meet
needs. lnstead, they have
goods made and hope that
they can sell them. lf unsold,
they are thrown away.

o capitalism promotes ruling
class values like greed,
aggression and a thirst for
power, instead of values like
mutual aid and solidarity.

o capitalism is a primary
cause of oppression,
racism and environmental
destruction. Racism was
created to divide workers,
justify genocide, slavery,
colonialism and the super-
exploitation of Black workers
under apartheid-capitalism.

WHAT IS THE STATE?
By the State we mean the army,
police, government departments
and parliament. lt is a
centralised, heretical (top-down)
bureaucratic structure of rule

over a country.

ABOLISH THE STATE?
The State is a direct result of the
fact thai we live in an unequal
society. ln South Africa, S% of
the population own g5o/o of all
wealth, 120,000 capitatist
farmers control all the land in
the historically .White,, 

areas,
and 5 companies own g0% of all
shares on the Stock exchange.

The State exists to defend the
ruling class minority at the topof this system, if not by
persuasion then by force. This is
true of all States, whether or nol
they call themselves capitalist,
socialist or democratic.
Wherever you have a State, you
have the rule of a privileged iew
over the exploited many. The
State protects capitalism and the
all the veils that accompany it.
When workers strike, they are
attacked by police- who ever
heard of a boss being arrested
for paying low wages?

The State is built to altow this
minority to rule over the working
and poor majority. lt has a top-
down structure that concentrates
power in the hands of the few at
the top. There is no way that
ordinary people can participate
in the running of this apparatus.
Its struclure makes it inevitable
that all States lead to the few
ruling the many.

This means that real change
cannot come through elections.
lnstead, we can only win reforms
through mass struggle against
capitalism and the State. We
must defend all politicat
freedoms, but at the same time
boycott elections and rely on
people power and mass
organisation to win. This is the
way to win gains like better pay,
and also the way to defeat both
capitalism, the State and all
oppression- and establish a free
stateless socialist society
(anarcho-synd icalism).

n ffR[ rltAT IAY5 SUCfi 80IIEI ECqS
ls lotc 0uERDsE FOR tXTtXCflsr



WHAT HAPPENED TO THE PROMISED CHANGES?
ln the run up to the 1994 elections, the ANC
promised, among other things, free and compulsory
education for the first ten years. lt promised more
schoofs, books and teachers for all children. in a

famous speech, Mandela stated: "Young lions of
South Africa go to school and arm yourself with
education, for it will be a necessity for the country's
future".lnequaiities affecting the poor in education

were mentioned as a priority. But ANC has changed
its party line. The current education reforms will
worsen the inequalities of the past:
* Why did this happen? see article on "Has the ANC
Sold Out?"
* What has happened in higher education, and how is
the student movement responding? see article on
"Bengu Tricks Students"

INTERNATIONAL
ANARCH I ST/SYN DI CALI ST N EWS

Comrades in the Workers
Solidarity Movement have
played a central role in recent
working class struggles against
the imposition of water and
sewerage charges. Mass actions
-like morning patrols to prevent
cut-offs- and large-scale
organising in the Federation of
Dublin Anti-Water Charge
Campaigns provided the key to
success. ln December 1996, the
charges were dropped.

On February 15, Nazis linked to
the fascist National Front (NF)
firebombed the offices of the
French Anarchist Federation
(FAF) ln Lyons. This takes Place
against the backdrop of an NF
courtcase against the FAF for

"slandef. ln response to the
attack, anarchists and
syndicaiists called a successful
march that attracted over 3,000
militants. Our comrades have
been ceniral to the struggle
against racist attacks and anti-
immigrant laws.

have been actively supporting
coal-miners struggling against
dismissals and threatened mine
closures. This militant struggle
has seen strikes, occupations
and demonstrations.

Over 300 workers and
anarchists have been arrested in

crackdowns against demonstr-
ations. These demonstrations
have been against prirratisation

and other "free market" policies
imposed by the State.

1996 has been a year of aciion
for the anarcho-syndicalist
aligned National Garment
Workers Federation, a mass
grassroots union. Since forming
in 1984, the NGWF has
organised in 950 of the country's
1100 te>Cile factories" Direct
action tactics such as
distributing wallposters,
demonstrations, rallies, and
torchlight processions have
been used. Legal cases has also
been taken against bosses. Two
key struggles have been
recognition fights at Apparels
factory, and protests against
factory fires that killed 13.

300 delegates and observers
from at least 60 anarchist and
syndicalist organisations
attended the 20th congress of
the anarcho-syndicalist lnter-
national Workers Association in
Spain in December 1996. First
established in the 1920s, and
revived in the 19701 the IWA
has nearly 20 country affiliates,
including Nigeria, Bulgaria,
Russia and Chile.
Sources: Direct Action. Workers Solidanty
(lreland)

{'"r'r* anls,;kttt"t *tX?tsin 'T?zt {-.fu'|' tzuLi* {,'trte +n bTay *ay tral?{:

Anarcho-syndicalists in Chile



Swaziland:
general strike for democracy

On March 2, the 83,000-strong
Swaziland Federation of
Trade. Unions (SFTU) ended
an incredible 28 general strike
after the government released
four imprisoned union
leaders. lt was part of an
ongoing, union-led struggle
for basic democratic rights in
Swaziland.

The strike began with a two day
stay-away to force the
government to introduce basic
democratic rights in Swaziland.
The government's reply was to
arrest four union leaders on the
eve of the strike. Although the
strike was eventually called off,
workers have promised monthly
two-day strikes to force change.
The union leaders are currenily
suing for wrongful arrest. An
important development in the
strike was international support:
COSATU, for example, organis-
ed rallies and border blockades,
whilst the lnternational Confed-
eration of Free trade Unions
called for protests from its
members in 137 countries.

Swaziland is the only country in
southern Africa that does not
allow multi-party politics.
lnstead, it is ruled by King
Mswati ll on the basis of a 1973
royal decree that suspended the
constitution. All members of parl
-iament are elected in non-party
polls, and cabinet is handpicked.

THE ..SWAZI WAY"?
This is justified on the grounds
that it is supposedly the "Swazi
way". The king's massive land
holdings and support for reac-
tionary "chiefs" is 'Justified" in
the same way. So-called
"tradition" is used to force
peasants to work for the chiefs
(and the king) for free on certain
occasions, and pay various dues
the rest of the time. The chiefs
are responsible for all local

government functions, including
crime, taxes and land allocation.
The outcome is that the peasan-
try is denied basic democratic
rights as they are under the
absolute rule of the chiefs.
lndeed, this control over the
peasantry was central to the
lmbokodvo National Movement
(the traditionalist party atigned to
the king) iaking power in the
decolonisation process in the
face of its pan-Africanist rivals.
Clearly, the power of the
chieftancy must be challenged
in any struggle for democracy.

Still, the king's apparent love of
"tradition" has not stopped him
using modern weapons against
strikers. Nor has it stopped him
pandering to racist White farm-
ers and employers, often ex-
"Rhodesians". Since the late
1800s, White farmers have been
prominent in Swaziland- today
they are based either on private-
ly owned land, or on "Swazi
Nation" land leased from the
king. ln practical terms, the
chiefs, White farmers and inter-
national companies are allies in
search for profit and power over
peasants and workers.

WORKER MILITANCY
Unfortunately for the king, many
ordinary Swazi working and poor
people reject his self-serving
definition of "Swazi". This is
shown by massive siruggles
from below for democratic
reform in the 1990s. Banned-
parties like the Peoples ,. .:.,:,.

United Democratic
Movement (PUDEMO) and
the trade unions have been
central to this struggle.

ln January 1994, the SFTU
launched a 2-day general
strike in support of 27
demands for more union
rights, affirmative action,
and basic political rights.
This was followed by a

strike wave that rocked shop-
floors across the country. Most
were successful. However, the
govemment failed to take
negotiations over the 27
demands seriously. ln January
1996, a general strike for g days
around basically the same
issues was met by
widespread repression. Still, the
government again agreed to
start political reforms, but again
nothing happened.

4 WEEKS
The 1997 general strike is the
longest strike in the country,s
history. lt is the latest batile in a
struggle that will continue as
long as the workers demands
are not met. Clearly, workers will
have to prepare for a hard
struggle. The key to success is
grassroots organising, and build-
ing alliances with the peasantry,
the unemployed and the
informal sector. lmportant steps
in this direction took place in
1996, when market women in
particular played a important
role. Equally important will be
international worker and union
aid. No alliances should be
made with local bosses- they are
a central part of the problem.
Ultimately, the struggle for a
fully democratic society will
require workers, peasants and
the poor taking power in their
own name, establishing a
stateless socialist society
(-qn g19h o-synd i gq 
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REVOLUTIONARY BOOKS FOR SALE
NEW! WHAT IS AIUARCHO-$) tOtCALtsM? (by the
Workers Solidarity Federation). Basic introduction to our
politics. Why is class struggle the road to freedom? san unions be

revolutionary? how do we fight racism and other specific
oppressions? can the environment be saved? how wilt revclution
occur? what went wrong in Russia? what is Anarcho-syndiealism's
history? and more. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. GET lT- READ lT-
SELL IT- R2.
*Spanrsft Civil War:Anarchism in Action (by Eddie
Conlon). What were the achievements of workers control of the
factories, self-defence and land redistribution? What went wrong?

R1,50.
*An arch i st Econ omi cs; the Spanislt Libertari an Col I ectives
1936 (by Abraham Guillen). Looking at the Spanish Revolution,

this pamphlet demonstrates that there is a concrete alternative to the
false choices of free-market versus nationalisation: direct workers
corrtrol of the land and factories.R,1 50
*Cuba: how the Anarchigs Fought for Freedom (by Frank

Fernanoezl. Documents Anarcho-syndicalist role in forming first Cuban trade unions, fighting colonialism,

struggling for workers power against the dictatorships of the right (Batista) and Left (Castro). R1
*Basic Bakunin {by ACF) - Looks at the ideas of this famous founder of Anarcho-syndicalism. R1.
yhe Organisational Ptatform of the Anarchist Communists. (by Makhno, Arshinov and

others). lmportant document outlining basic ideas of Anarchism, and the need for a united Anarchist political

organisation R1,50"

pOSf' Write to WSF, P.O. Box 1717, Rosettenville, Johannesburg,2130
PHONE: Leave us a message at 0881220416

E- MAIL: WsF-SA@geocities.com.

SUBSCRTBE, to Workers Sotidarity magazine. lssued four times a year.
Each suUscription comes with a FREE PAMPHLET: either What is Anarcho-Syndicalism? (by the WSF)

or Spanish Civit War: Anarchism in Action {by Eddie Conlon). Please state w hich you would prefer'

Costs of one-vear subscription. All subscription sent surface mail:
. South Africa: R10 for workers or students OR R15 per year for institutions or organisations
. Africa (other than SA); free to workers, students or left organisations OR R20/$6 for other

organisations
o Outside Africa;: $15 for workers, students or Anarchist groups OR $25 for other organisations

BACKTSSUES ARE AVAILABLE'. write for details



BENGU TRIGKS STUDENTS
1997 has been rocked bY

counfy- wide student Protest-
against racism, exclusion of
the poor, and the govern-
ment's plans to drasticallY cut
subsidies to the universities
and technikons. The budget
cuts mean fee increases,
fewer bursaries, more
financial exclusions and the
retrenchment of staff and
workers. While students' Prot-
ests have made some head
way, we are still from winning
free, equal and democratic
education for all.

PROTESTS

North, University of
the North West,
Unisa, University of
Zulu- land,
University of Fort
Hare, Natal tech
and Wits have
iaken up the battle
on their campuses.
Students were also
united on a wider
scaie when the
South African Stud-
ent Congress
(SA{iCO) success-
fuily held massive
marches in Gauteng
Kwazulu-Natal against
budget cuts and other issues.

This is not to saY that there were
no problems with these
marches- the Gauteng march
called on big business to extend
its "charity" to helP offset Poor
State sPending, instead of
openly criticising the ANC.

Many politicians and universitY
adrninisiralors stated that they
believe students grievances are

legitimate. But theY showed no

compassion to Protesters, and

acted harshlY against them.
Four universities were closed.
Riot police were called on

campuses like UniversitY of ihe
North and attacked students.

A VICTORY?
A few days before the final

Budget was announced, ANC
Education Minister Sibusiso
Bengu retreated, stating that the
budget cuts would not be as
drastic cut as he had first
announced in December 1996.
Many students viewed Bengu's
reciuction in the budget cuts as a
huge victory for iheir Protests.
lndeed, his announcement
successfully demobilised most
of the student protest.

But students must not be fooled
by Bengu's plans for tertiary
education. DesPite Bengu's
claims, the new budgei figures
still mean a cut in universi{Y
finding. Some universities
budgets will be cut uP to 5%.

REDISTRIBUTION?
Bengu argues that it necessary
to cut some of HistoricallY White
Universities' subsidies to
"redistribute" funds to under -

funded HistoricallY Black
uni,.rersities. Certain SASCO
national leaders agree, cheering
ihe cuts. But Bengu is lYing!lll!

lf Bengu and the government
were really committed to
"redistrib-ution", theY would
make more money was
available to those black and
working class students that
attend the HistoricallY White
Universities. lf the budget of
these universities is cut, it is

these students who wiil face
high residence and education
fees- they will be excluded
because theY cannot PaY. This
means that these Universities
will remain dominated bY white

or rich students. No
transformation will take Placei !

lf Bengu and the government
want to improve the financial
situation of the Historically Black
Universities (HBUs), why do
they insist that these universities
pay back crippling debts? Over
the last few years HBUs have
had to increase their fees, lower
their bursaries, and cut back on
spending on resources (books
and equipment) just to PaY back
their debts to the government!l
To top it all, HBUs like
University of the Western CaPe
are a/so budget cut targets.

STRUGGLE
It is clear that Bengu is not

committed to the welfare
of Black working class
students. While he talks
of redistribution, he
plans to attack both
Historically Whiie and
Hisiorically Black tertiarY
education in line with
government's free mark-
et "GEAR" policy. Debt
repayment and subsidY
cuts stand in oPPosition
to transform- ation in

universities and
technikons. They mean
fees hikes, fewer

bursaries, financial exclt"tsions,
cuts in uni'rersity resources and
retrenchment of workers. The
effect will be to exclude black
working class youth from higher
learning, worker unemPloYment.

Students must not be fooled bY

Bengu. While we have won a
slight victory this year we must
not stop protests. The is still a

long battle ahead for free,
democratic, equal education for
all. We must oppose the budget
cuts, the debt rePaYment and
retrenchments. We must unite
all fighiing student bodies into
broad "Transformalion Fronts"
and build alliances with workers
that address wolkers concerns.
No to capitalist education- Yes to
the Workers UniversitY. No to
the admins- Yes
worker/studenUstaff control.

Over the last few
students from UniversitY

months
of the

and
the

to


